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Message from the Thompsons
As spring approaches, bringing with it the promise of new life and new growth, all
of us at Scentsy are thrilled to be entering a new season and a new decade, full of
opportunities and possibilities.
Thanks to our passionate Consultants, our priceless customers, and our continuing
dedication to living the philosophy of “contributing more than you take,” we’ve been
blessed with tremendous success, and we look forward to sharing that success in as
many ways as possible.
That’s why it means so much to us to introduce Scentsy’s first Charitable Cause
Warmer, “Sunshine Kids,” (p. 18) created to honor and support the Sunshine Kids
Foundation in its work to provide exciting, fun activities for children undergoing
cancer treatments at hospitals around the country. Sponsored by our recently launched
Scentsy Family Foundation, the Cause Warmer program will create a unique warmer
each spring and fall to raise funds for a designated charitable organization.
Are you a college sports fan? Scentsy’s new Campus Collection (p. 14) features FullSize Warmers representing some of the top U.S. colleges and universities. This is a
great opportunity to be true to your school – and your favorite teams!
If you are ready to interject bright spring colors and designs into your home after
a long winter, Scentsy’s new Botanical Collection of Plug-In Warmers (p. 8) will add
fresh style to any room. Or, try the Mid-Size Warmers in the hip Wrap Collection
(p. 21) if you want to make a bold statement.
And don’t miss Scentsy’s new Spring & Summer Fragrances (pp. 29-33), the perfect complement to spring cleaning, sunny afternoons, and long, languid evenings
of togetherness. Every evening at our house, we say our prayers together and do the
Thompson family cheer, “Thompson team, buddies forever!”
We’d like to include you in that sentiment, because whether you are a Scentsy Consultant,
customer, or party host, we’re grateful to have you as part of the Scentsy family.

Warmest regards,

&
Orville and Heidi Thompson,
Co-owners

Thompson team, buddies forever!
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The Scentsy Story
The story of Scentsy began with
a simple idea – a safe, wickless
alternative to scented candles – and
quickly grew into one of the most
successful direct selling companies in
the industry.
Scentsy was born in 2003 when
Colette Gunnell and Kara Egan
began selling decorative warmers
designed to melt scented wax with
the heat of a light bulb instead
of using a traditional wick and
flame. At a home show in Salt
Lake City, entrepreneur Orville
Thompson happened to have a booth across from theirs. Orville, sensing there was
something special about the wickless candle concept, brought a handful of testers home
to his wife, Heidi. While Orville was out, Heidi introduced the testers to her mother
and sister. When Orville returned hours later, these women were enjoying the testers,
laughing and sharing memories.
Orville and Heidi were intrigued by the way fragrance could bring such powerful
emotions and memories to the surface, especially when it could happen without the safety
risks or soot residue of a burning candle.
Within months, Orville and Heidi
had bought the company and brought
Scentsy home to Meridian, Idaho.
Scentsy became a party plan company
in July, 2004 when the Thompsons
joined the Direct Selling Association
(DSA) and enrolled Scentsy’s first
Independent Consultant. Since then,
the company has enjoyed an average
annual growth rate of over 300% and
now employs nearly 500 people at
three locations, with annual revenues
of more than $200 million.

®

In June, 2009 Scentsy was honored with the DSA’s first-ever Rising Star Award for its
remarkable growth and commitment to ethical business practices. But what really fuels
Scentsy’s success is the more than 55,000 Independent Scentsy Consultants who share the
Scentsy experience throughout all 50 United States, Puerto Rico, Guam, and Canada.
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A Simple System

Unique Scentsy warmers use a low-watt bulb to
melt specially formulated wax slowly, maximizing
its fragrance time. With no flame, soot, or wick, the
Scentsy wickless candle system is a safe way to enjoy
more than 80 Scentsy fragrances.

To Use
1. Plug it in.
2. Turn it on.
3. P
 lace one or more sections
of your Scentsy Bar into the
warmer dish.
4. Enjoy the Scentsy fragrance!

Mid-Size Scentsy Warmers

Modestly sized and perfect for offices and compact
spaces. Approximately 4” wide and 5” tall; uses a
20-watt bulb.
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Plug-In Scentsy Warmers

Great for rooms with limited counter
space. Approximately 3” wide and
3.5” tall (without the plug); uses a
15-watt bulb.

(R) Reactive glaze finish

Scentsy warmers with this symbol (R)
are one-of-a-kind, created with a reactive glaze process (glaze is applied over
a base coat and “reacts” to heat in the
kiln). The result is a hand-crafted look
that may vary slightly from the warmer
shown in the catalog.

To Change Wax
1. Pour completely melted wax into its
original packaging to reform the wax.
2. Clean the warmer dish with a paper towel.
3. Store used bar in a cool place, or discard.
* To change the wax in Plug-In Scentsy Warmers,
turn the warmer on for 2–3 minutes to soften
the wax. Remove wax and clean the warmer
dish with a paper towel.

Full-Size Scentsy Warmers

Express your individuality or match
your room décor. Approximately 4.5”
wide and 6” tall; uses a 25-watt bulb.
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Combine and Save
Perfect Scentsy*
6 Scentsy Bars of your choice,
plus 2 Full-Size Scentsy Warmers
MP-PS26 $75 ($15 savings)
Scentsy Sampler*
3 hanging fresheners, 1 Travel Tin, 2
Room Sprays, 3 Scentsy Bars, 1 Scentsy
Brick, 2 Plug-In Scentsy Warmers,
plus 1 Full-Size Scentsy Warmer
MP-SS312 $105 ($20 savings)
Scentsy 3-Pack
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice
MP-3PK
$14 ($1 savings)
Scentsy Full-Size System
(Formerly Scentsy System)
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus
1 Full-Size Scentsy Warmer
MP-SS13 $40 ($5 savings)
Scentsy Mid-Size System
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus
1 Mid-Size Scentsy Warmer
MP-MS13 $35 ($5 savings)
Scentsy Plug-In System
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus
1 Plug-In Scentsy Warmer
MP-PS13 $25 ($5 savings)
Perfect Plug-Ins*
6 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus
2 Plug-In Scentsy Warmers
MP-PP26 $50 ($10 savings)
Double the Scentsy*
24 Scentsy Bars of your choice,
plus 2 Full-Size Scentsy Warmers
MP-DTS224 $140 ($40 savings)

* Does not qualify for Host Half-Price Rewards
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Scentsy 6-Pack
Buy 5 Scentsy Bars, get 1 FREE
MP-6PK
$25 ($5 savings)
Scentsy Hanging Freshener Pack
Buy 5 hanging fresheners, get 1 FREE
MP-6CC
$15 ($3 savings)
Travel Tin Pack
Buy 5 Travel Tins, get 1 FREE
MP-6TT
$25 ($5 savings)
Room Spray Pack
Buy 5 Room Sprays, get 1 FREE
MP-6RS
$40 ($8 savings)

Gift Boxes
Make Scentsy fragrances “scentsational” by giving them
in a Scentsy Gift Box.

6-Bar Gift Box
Fits 6 Scentsy Bars
SB-6BARBOX $2 each
Scentsy Bars not included.

3-Bar Gift Box
Fits 3 Scentsy Bars
SB-3BARBOX $1.50 each
Scentsy Bars not included.

Replacement Light Bulbs $1 each
15-watt
20-watt
25-watt

15WLITE
20WLITE
25WLITE
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A style that fits anywhere.
Plug-In Scentsy Warmers are sized to fit into small spaces,
such as bathrooms and laundry rooms. The base rotates to
allow for use in horizontal or vertical wall outlets. $15 each

New Botanical Collection

Hip colors and contemporary designs add drama and panache to any space. The fresh,
new Botanical Collection provides a vibrant high-gloss pop of color (in purple, green,
red, and gray); when lit, the debossed designs absolutely glow.

Lei		
PSW-LEIP
$15
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Grotto		
PSW-GROT
$15

Luau		
PSW-LUAU
$15

Taro
PSW-TARO

$15

PLUG-IN WARMERS

Seaside Collection

Sand Dollar		
PSW-SSAN $15

Seashells		
PSW-SSEA
$15

Starfish		
PSW-SSTA
$15

Waves
PSW-SWAV

$15

Scarlet
PSW-WSCA

$15

Turquoise
PSW-DTUR

$15

Weave Collection

Buttercup
PSW-WBUT

$15

Denim		
PSW-WDEN $15

Green		
PSW-WGRN $15

Dandy Collection

Cherry		
PSW-DCHE $15

Lime		
PSW-DLIM
$15

Tangerine		
PSW-DTAN
$15

Groovy Collection

White		
PSW-GWTE $15

Brown		
PSW-GBRN
$15

Black		
$15
PSW-GBLK

Rust
PSW-GRUS

$15
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FULL-SIZE WARMERS

Make a statement in any room. With so many styles, colors, and finishes to choose
from, you are sure to find the perfect complement to your decorating style. $30 each

Classic Collection

Cream
DSW-SCRE

Satin Black
DSW-SBLK

Scentsy Plum
DSW-SPLU $30

$30

Scentsy Green
DSW-SSGR $30

$30

Renaissance Collection

Milano (R)		
DSW-MILA $30
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Roma (R)		
DSW-ROMA $30

(R) = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.

Torino (R)
DSW-TORI

$30

New Whimsy Collection

Named for three characters in the famous
nursery rhyme, “The Dutch Lullaby,”
Wynken, Blynken, and Nod are whimsical
designs with fun and flirty embellishments:
a curvaceous dish, fanciful handles, and an
embossed curlicue and dot pattern. High-gloss,
reactive glaze crackle finishes in soothing pastel
tones complete the “fairy tale” look.

Crackle Finish Detail

Whimsy Collection

Wynken (R)
DSW-WYNK $30

Blynken (R)
DSW-BLNK $30

Nod (R)
DSW-NODY $30
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New Miracle Collection

Spanish-style embossed cross with flourishes
inspired by Mediterranean ironwork. The square
base and reactive glaze finishes add traditional
appeal to this refined design.

Hope warmer shown. Stand not included.

Miracle Collection

Hope (R)
Matte Finish DSW-HOPE
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$30

(R) = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.

Faith (R)
Glossy Finish DSW-FAIT

$30

FULL-SIZE WARMERS

The Scentsy Mission

To bring value to the world by providing an industry-leading, family friendly
business opportunity selling creative, artistic, high-quality products that

Warm the Heart, Enliven the Senses, and Inspire the Soul.
Olympus Collection

Apollo (R)		
DSW-APOL
$30

Poseidon (R)		
DSW-POSE
$30

Zeus (R)
DSW-ZEUS

$30

Merino (R)
DSW-MERI

$30

Isabella Collection

Angora (R)		
DSW-ANGO
$30

Lisbon (R)		
DSW-LISB
$30

Island Collection

Cyprus (R)		
DSW-CYPR $30

Malta (R)		
DSW-MALT $30

Riviera (R)
DSW-RIVI

$30

(R) = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.
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Scentsy’s Campus Collection Warmers are the perfect way
to show your team spirit – and they make great gifts for the
alum or sports fan on your shopping list! And when you purchase a
Campus Collection Warmer, you not only show your school spirit,
you also help fund important school programs. $35 each
We’ll be adding more warmers regularly to this exciting collection.

Sports Collection

Play Ball
DSW-PLAY
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$30

Full Court
DSW-FCRT $30

Game Day
DSW-GDAY $30

World Cup
DSW-WCUP $30

FULL-SIZE WARMERS

Bamboo Tali (R)		
DSW-BAMB
$30

Boleyn		
DSW-BOLE
$30

Borneo (R)
DSW-BORN

Candy Shoppe		
DSW-CANY
$30

Cherry Blossom		
DSW-CHER
$30

DoodleBud		
DSW-DBUD
$30

Embellish		
DSW-EMBE
$30

Grapevine		
DSW-GRAP
$30

Heavenly
DSW-HVEN

$30

Hugs & Kisses (R)
DSW-XOXO
$30

Kokopelli		
DSW-KOKO
$30

Liberty
DSW-LBTY

$30

$30

(R) = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.
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New Riverbed

Contrasting neutral colors, a highly polished
reactive glaze finish, and a simple shape define this
elegantly understated warmer. Shades of sand and
river rock add quiet, natural appeal.
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FULL-SIZE WARMERS

Lodge		
DSW-LODG
$30

Lotus 		
DSW-LOTU
$30

Othello
DSW-OTHE

Paws		
DSW-PAWS
$30

Plantation (R)		
DSW-PLAN
$30

Plymouth* (R)
DSW-PLYM
$30

Riverbed (R)
DSW-RBED $30

Rooster
DSW-RSTR

$30

$30

*Optional Dish For Plymouth (R)
(Warmer base not included.)
TOP-PLY2 $10

New Scentsy Warmer Stands

Elevate your Scentsy warmer to add visual impact to
your warmer display. In powder-coated metal with an
oil-rubbed bronze finish, Scentsy’s new Warmer Stands
are available in both square and round designs. $10 each

STAND-ROUND
5" DIAMETER x 3/4"

$10

STAND-SQUARE
5" x 5" x 3/4" $10
(R) = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.
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Fighting cancer can be a lonely, daunting experience – especially for a child.
The Sunshine Kids Foundation has been providing positive, exciting group
activities for children receiving cancer treatments in hospitals all over North
America, at no charge to the kids or their parents, since 1982.
Scentsy’s newest warmer was created to honor and support the
Sunshine Kids’ work. The
whimsical design and bright
primary colors capture the
simple joys of being a child.
At the same time, the debossed
handprints remind us of the deep
impression the Sunshine Kids
experience makes on so many
young lives. All of the net profits
from the sale of this warmer will
go directly to the Sunshine Kids
Foundation. To make the most
of the contribution opportunity,
Sunshine Kids is priced at $35
instead of $30. Available this
catalog season only.
Sunshine Kids
DSW-SFF-KIDS $35

The Scentsy Family Foundation was created to offer philanthropic
support through a combination of scholarships, charitable-cause
products, and direct donations toward individual efforts and
community-based causes.
To learn more, visit scentsyfamilyfoundation.org.
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FULL-SIZE WARMERS

Rustic Star		
DSW-STAR
$30

Sendai (R)		
DSW-SEND
$30

Sonora			
DSW-SONO
$30

Stampede		
DSW-STAM
$30

Sunshine Kids
DSW-SFF-KIDS $35

Surf’s Up
DSW-SURF

$30

Symphony		
DSW-SYMP
$30

Wild West		
DSW-WEST
$30

Yukon
DSW-YUKO

$30

Zebra		
DSW-ZEBR $30

Zensy (R)
DSW-ZENS

$30

(R) = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.
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Simple designs for smaller spaces.
The simple designs and classic finishes of Mid-Size Scentsy Warmers
are perfect for dens, offices, dorm rooms, or anywhere you’d like to
introduce your favorite Scentsy fragrance. $25 each

New Twist Collection

Inspired by the elegantly turned spindles found in antique furniture and woodwork, the
Twist Collection juxtaposes traditional elements with bold color. The high-gloss, reactive
glaze finishes highlight the gracefully formed, sinuous curves.

Raven (R)
MSW-RAVN
$25
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(R) = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.

Canary (R)
MSW-CNRY
$25

Sparrow (R)
MSW-SPAR
$25

MID-SIZE WARMERS

Soho		
MSW-SOHO
$25

Greenwich
MSW-GRNW $25

Tribeca
MSW-TRIB
$25

New Wrap Collection

Mid-century modern meets twenty-first century in the
Wrap Collection. High-gloss finishes in fearless colors
and clean, architectural shapes add contemporary
sophistication to any space.
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Nautical Collection

Acadia (R)
MSW-ACAD

Hatteras (R)
MSW-HATT

$25

$25

Nantucket (R)
MSW-NANT

$25

Soapstone (R)
MSW-SOAP

$25

Smooth Stone Collection

Jadestone (R)
MSW-JADE
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$25

(R) = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.

Limestone (R)
MSW-LIME

$25

FULL-SIZE DIY WARMERS

Scentsy products have never been so much fun! Unleash your creativity with
DIY (Design It Yourself) Scentsy Warmers and easy-to-apply rub-on transfer
DIY Theme Packs. With 18 theme packs to choose from, you can change the
look of your warmer as often as you like.

Beaded White		
DIY-BWTE
$30

Beaded Black
DIY-BBLK $30

Square White		
$30
DIY-SWTE

Square Black
DIY-SBLK $30

Bloom
DIY-TP-BLM $10
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Baby Boy
DIY-TP-BYB $10

Baby Girl
DIY-TP-BYG $10

Blast Off
DIY-TP-BLO

$10

Bless this Home
DIY-TP-BTH $10
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DIY THEME PACKS

Creepy Crawly
DIY-TP-CCW $10

Flourishes
DIY-TP-FBK

$10

También disponible en blanco
DIY-TP-FWH $10

Friendship
DIY-TP-FDP

$10

Happy Easter
DIY-TP-EAS $10
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Live. Laugh. Love.
DIY-TP-LLL $10

On the Edge
DIY-TP-OTE $10
Calentador Negro Recomendado

Our Nest
DIY-TP-NST $10
Calentador Negro Recomendado

Peace & Love
DIY-TP-PLV $10
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DIY THEME PACKS

Rock It
DIY-TP-RCK $10

Simplify
DIY-TP-SMP

$10

Sweet Princess
DIY-TP-SPS $10

Vrooom
DIY-TP-VRM

$10
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Scentsy Fragrance Products
Authentic Scentsy Bar
33% more product for the same low price! Now in a
new, larger package (3.2 oz.), Scentsy bars are specially
designed wickless candles, perfectly suited for all Scentsy
Warmers. With convenient break-apart sections, you can
divide one bar into different warmers or mix and match
scents. Available in all fragrances. $5 each

Hang Scentsy Anywhere
Our logo never smelled so good!
Hang freely in cars, lockers, and
closets. Packed with fragrance,
each will give you weeks of Scentsy
wherever you go. Available in all
fragrances. $3 each

Scentsy Room Spray
Perfect for closets, linens, and hotel
rooms. One simple spray fills
a room with your favorite Scentsy
fragrance. Available in all
fragrances. $8 each

Authentic Scentsy Brick
Your favorite Scentsy fragrances in an
economical and convenient one-pound
brick, now with break-apart sections.
There’s more than enough Scentsy to
share. Available in all fragrances.
$20 each

Scentsy Travel Tin
Portable and convenient, simply open
your Travel Tin to release the fragrance.
The more you open it, the more fragrance
you release. Great for purses, cars, or
gym bags – anywhere you need Scentsy
fragrance! Available in 15 fragrances;
see facing page. $5 each
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FRAGRANCES

Favorites

Our best-selling fragrances can be found in the Scentsy Favorites Collection. Whether you
are a new or returning customer, you can’t go wrong with Scentsy Favorites.
Autumn Sunset

Black Raspberry Vanilla

Camu Camu

Apples, pumpkins, fall leaves, and spices
– a top-10 fragrance.

Delicious, sun-sweetened dark berries
warmed with vanilla.

Tropical oasis of lush mandarin, camu
camu, and passionfruit.

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK

-AUT

Cinnamon Bear

-BRV

Cinnamon Cider

-CAM

Cinnamon Vanilla

Crisp, spicy cinnamon, reminiscent of
Red Hots candy with a touch of cloves.

Tart apples balanced with oak and
spicy cinnamon.

Inviting blend of vanilla beans, cinnamon,
coconut, and cassia.

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / RS / SB / SK		

-CBR

Clean Breeze

-CMC

Cranberry Spice

Clove & Cinnamon

White florals with a touch of spring; this
is the scent of fresh, clean laundry.

Classic scent of cinnamon sticks fused
with cloves.

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK

CC / RS / SB / SK		

-CLE

Home Sweet Home

-CVA

-CNC

Lilacs & Violets

A generous blend of cloves and ginger
help define the sophistication of
tart cranberry.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-CBS

Mulberry Bush

Spicy cinnamon and floral scent – a
must try!

Perfect combination of lilacs and
violets – the smell of spring!

RETURNING SCENT. Sweet mulberry
accented with bittersweet orange peels.

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / RS / SB / SK		

-HSH

Orange Dreamsicle

-LAV

Perfectly Pomegranate

-MBB

Skinny Dippin’

A classic combination of fresh orange,
swirled with vanilla cream.

Dark and juicy pomegranate with a
sweet berry finish; this is a classic.

Fresh green apples perfectly harmonized
with refreshing melons and juicy pears.

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK

-ODS

Sunkissed Citrus

-PPG

Sweet Pea & Vanilla

Vanilla Cream

Lively blend of oranges, lemons, limes,
and grapefruit.

Ambiance of raspberries and sweet pea
petals with vanilla.

French vanilla with a touch of
coconut milk.

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK

CC / RS / SB / SK		

-SKC

Welcome Home

-SPV

-VCM

White Tea & Cactus

Warm and welcoming with cinnamon
and spices.

A clean, crisp, and refreshing floral mix
with green notes.

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / RS / SB / SK		

-WHM

-SKD

-WTC

Travel Tin Fragrances
Enchanted Mist

TT-ENC

Simply Irresistible

TT-SIR

Black Raspberry Vanilla TT-BRV

Leather

TT-LEA

Skinny Dippin’

TT-SKD

Camu Camu

TT-CAM		

Lucky in Love

TT-LIL

Sunkissed Citrus

TT-SKC

Clean Breeze

TT-CLE

Ocean

TT-OCE

Sweet Pea & Vanilla

TT-SPV

Cucumber Lime

TT-CUC

Perfectly Pomegranate

TT-PPG

Twilight

TT-TWI

Beach

CC=Hanging Freshener

TT-BEA

TT=Travel Tin

RS=Room Spray

SB=Scentsy Bar

SK=Scentsy Brick
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Scentsy Café

Visit your favorite neighborhood coffee shop without
leaving your home! Scentsy Café’s eclectic drink-inspired
offering now includes tropical, sweet, and spicy fragrances.
Cinnamint

New Guava Nectar

Green Tea Smoothie

Warm, earthy cinnamon and spices with a
cool burst of crisp peppermint.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-CNM

Energizing green tea and fresh
ginger with fruity peach, nectarine,
and cranberry.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-GTS

Honey Pear Cider
The scent of pure autumn bliss – fresh,
juicy pear and sweet honey together with
subtle hints of spices.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-HPC

An invigorating tropical blend of guava
nectar, persimmon, grapefruit, and
black currant.
CC / RS / SB / SK			
-GVN

Mochadoodle
Delicious roasted coffee beans and
cocoa, balanced with sugar, caramel,
and heavy cream.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-MDO

Spring & Summer

Scentsy’s Spring & Summer Collection is brimming with
refreshing, playful scents reminiscent of summer vacation,
fresh breezes, and long days spent in the sun.

New Calypso

Berry Blush
Tart açai berry, sweet peach nectar, and
tropical notes of guava, ylang-ylang, and
yuzu create a fresh and romantic fragrance.
-BBL
CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / RS / SB / SK		

New Go-Go-Goji
An exotic blend of tart Chinese goji
berry, sweet lotus flowers, and ripe,
warm dewberries.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-GOG

-CAL

CC / RS / SB / SK		

Zesty key lime, sweet cherry, and juicy
berry: a delicious scent reminiscent of a
soda fountain drink.
-CLM
CC / RS / SB / SK		

New Mad About Mint

Grape Granita
Sun-warmed grape and pineapple with
undertones of honeysuckle.

New Mayflower
The subtle perfume of spring flowers
with hints of soothing aloe vera and
bracing kaffir lime.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-MAY

New Cherry Limeade

Bright citrus fruits with tropical guava
and luminous baobab blossom.

-GRP

An icy-cold blast of mint: spicy peppermint, refreshing spearmint, and frosted
wintergreen.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-MAD

New Plum Delicious

Sugar

Luscious Damson plum contrasted
beautifully with effervescent white
cranberries and a whisper of vanilla.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-PLD

RETURNING SCENT. Fruity blend of
lemon drops and cotton candy.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

-SGR

New Sweet Clementine
Juicy, ripe mandarin orange with hints
of honey and soft floral undertones.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-SCT

30 CC=Hanging Freshener

TT=Travel Tin

RS=Room Spray

SB=Scentsy Bar

SK=Scentsy Brick

FRAGRANCES

Romance

Unwind and daydream as you warm one of Scentsy’s unique,
romantic scents. The fragrances in Scentsy’s Romance
Collection whisper “sweet nothings” in your ear.
Casablanca

Enchanted Mist

An exotic blend of aromatic fir and
cypress with hints of water over sheer
white musk.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-CBA

Flirtatious

Romantic blend of juicy apples,
enhanced and sweetened by rose
petals and rich jasmine.
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK
-ENC

French Kiss

Fruity and vibrant, a combination of green
apple, grapefruit, and white amber.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

Lucky in Love

Sweet fig tenderly caressed by coconut
pulp, exotic cedar, and caramel.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

-FKS

Pretty in Pink

Sweet bouquet of mandarin, bergamot,
and orange with hints of peaches
and berries.
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK
-LIL

Satin Sheets

-FLI

Feminine white florals with a touch
of grapefruit over a rich amber and
wood foundation.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-PYP

Simply Irresistible

Twilight

Sensual and earthy sandalwood,
perfectly paired with rich, warm vanilla.

Lavender with a strong, woody
background of amber, moss, and musk.

A lovely, sophisticated scent, infused
with soft romantic florals and ocean air.

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK

CC / TT/ RS / SB / SK

-SAT

-SIR

-TWI

Vanilla Suede
Classic vanilla with rich amber and
hints of sandalwood and spice – a subtly
masculine fragrance.
-VNS
CC / RS / SB / SK		

Odor Out
Eliminate unwanted smells
with a clean citrus aroma!
RS-OUT

Leather
Rich leather scent reminiscent of an
old-fashioned leather shop.
CC / TT			
-LEA
CC=Hanging Freshener

TT=Travel Tin

RS=Room Spray

SB=Scentsy Bar

SK=Scentsy Brick
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Beach

French Lavender

Papaya and honeydew, sweetened with
a hint of coconut.

Pure, herbal fragrance of wild lavender
from the hills of France.

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK

CC / RS / SB / SK		

-BEA

Mediterranean Spa
RETURNING SCENT. Relax with this
smooth, fresh, and breezy scent.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

-MTS

Ocean

Thunderstorm
Very refreshing, sharp, spicy, outdoor
fragrance; like the breeze in a storm.
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Mineral Springs
Energizing grapefruit and bergamot
with a mélange of herbs and notes of
fresh spring water.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-MIN

-THU

A light, clean blend of lilies, freesia,
and jasmine.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

Mountain Retreat
Gentle florals and juniper berries with
calming herbs and ocean air.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

-MTR

New Rainforest

Pima Cotton

Cool and refreshing aquatic notes
deepened with water lilies and
ocean breezes.
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK
-OCE

CC / RS / SB / SK		

-FRE

New Inner Peace
Earthy wood notes with the unmistakable
scent of lemon groves and
rejuvenating cypress.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-IPC

-PIM

Amber and soft musk, combined with
earthy fern, crisp citrus, and fresh,
barely ripe berries.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-RNF

Coconut Lemongrass
Creamy, tropical coconut and sunny,
bright lemongrass.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

-CLG

Cucumber Lime
Cool, refreshing blend of mellow
cucumber and tangy lime.
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK

-CUC

Pineapple Paradise

Coconut Palm

Cranberry Mango

A unique blend of tropical coconut and
musky patchouli with subtle green
bottom notes.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-CCP

Havana Cabana
RETURNING SCENT. Luscious medley
of pineapples, oranges, bananas, and
berries.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-HVC

Plumeria

A mélange of tropical mango, cozy
cranberry, and spicy pineapple.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

-CBM

Lush Gardenia
The creamy, full scent of classic
gardenia, with a whisper of tuberose.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

-LGD

Tangerine Tango

Rich, juicy perfume of fresh pineapple
with a spicy finish.

Hawaiian plumeria and night-scented
jasmine mingled with succulent pear.

Refreshing, sparkling tangerine and
green, fresh lemongrass.

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / RS / SB / SK		

-PIN

-PLU

-TTO

New Tropical Twist
A playful blend of papaya, mango, and
mandarin, with grapefruit and passionfruit adding interest and dimension.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-TPT

Baked Apple Pie

Blueberry Cheesecake

Flaky crust, apples, and spices combined
in a strong scent.

RETURNING SCENT. Thick, rich NY
cheesecake with a light graham cracker
crust and delicious blueberries.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-BBC

CC / RS / SB / SK		

-BAP

Cutiepie Cupcake
Sweet clementines and yellow cake
batter with vanilla and sugary icing.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

-CPC

Sticky Cinnamon Bun

New Just Peachy, Ginger!
Mouthwatering peaches, apricots, and
nectarines, infused with the essence
of ginger.
-JPG
CC / RS / SB / SK		

Caramel Spice
Toasty caramel, buttery toffee, and
butterscotch with cinnamon sugar
and cream.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-CSP

Pumpkin Roll
Creamy pumpkin pie filling, surrounded
with yellow cake, pecans, butter,
and spice.
-PMK
CC / RS / SB / SK		

Sugar Cookie

Toasted Caramel Sugar

Cinnamon and sweet icing with warm,
nutty nuances.

Warm, sweet blend of butter, sugar, and
creamy vanilla.

CC / RS / SB / SK		

CC / RS / SB / SK		

Warm milk with caramelized sugar and
toffee, all swirled together with the scent
of silky, sweet vanilla musk.
CC / RS / SB / SK		
-TCS

-SCB

-SUG

Vanilla Walnut
A warm fragrance with roasted walnut
and sweet vanilla bean.
CC / RS / SB / SK		

-VLW
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Why Join Scentsy?

You notice something different about Scentsy the first time you smell it – it’s simple!
An elegant ceramic warmer, a highly fragrant scent bar, and with a simple flick of the
switch, your room is filled with one of Scentsy’s unique fragrances.

Simplicity

Whether it’s our opportunity, our parties, or our products, simply plug in, turn on,
and enjoy!

Authenticity

Real products, real people, real income, real fun!

Value

We’ve worked with our Consultants to develop the right direct sales program
for today’s generation:
• Products sold at real prices
• Generous compensation for leadership
• Free shipping on party orders of $150 or more*
• No credit card fees
* Party Orders shipped directly to customers
instead of the Consultant incur a shipping fee.
Shipping outside the continental United States
does not qualify for free shipping.
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Host a Party, Earn Great Benefits
Earning Free Scentsy is as easy as 1, 2, 3!
1. Contact your Scentsy Consultant to choose the best time and date for your party.
2. With the help of your Scentsy Consultant, invite everyone you know to come
experience the fun and friendship of a Scentsy Party!
3. Earn “scentsational” rewards while having fun with your friends. After your party,
your Scentsy Consultant will help you select your free and discounted items.
Guest Sales

$150-$249

$250-$399

$400-$999

$1000+

Free Product

10%

10%

15%

15%

1/2 Price Items

1

2

3

4

Join and Earn Great Income

Scentsy Starter Kit

Simplicity, authenticity, and value. Do those appeal to you? If so, you
already have the Scentsy spirit. If you would like more information
about becoming a Scentsy Consultant, visit with the Consultant who
gave you this catalog, or visit us at www.scentsy.com.

Scentsy Starter Kit
Only $99+
+ Plus local tax and $10 shipping. Contents may vary.
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Ask your Consultant about their monthly “Making
Perfect Scents” e-newsletter. There is no obligation
to purchase and you can remove your name from the
distribution list anytime.

or visit www.scentsy.com/
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